
From: Jason Taylor
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: Concerns over IP17
Date: Tuesday, August 2, 2022 7:35:53 PM

Hello

I have read the full text of IP17 and I want to share my concerns with you.

The explanatory statement is seriously flawed.

The statement refused to acknowledge that most modern
shotguns will be banned under this measure. That is NOT
speculation.

The statement falsely claims that the database of gun
permit applicants is exempt from public disclosure. That
must not be allowed to remain in the statement.

The statement ignores the lack of training facilities or
people qualified to provide the training. This is a
critical element of the measure.

The statement misleads voters about the live fire
requirements.

The statement ignores the complete lack of funding for
this expensive measure.

The statement fails to clarify many mandates that will
be created later by the Oregon State Police without
public input.

Please take these talking points into consideration.

Thank you

v/r

Jason Taylor

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:jasontaylor831@hotmail.com
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From: president ossa.org
To: SOS Elections * SOS; president ossa.org
Subject: Ballot Measure 114/IP17 Explanatory Statement/Financial comments Input Kerry Spurgin, President, Oregon

State Shooting Association.
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2022 5:53:02 AM

The proposed statement for Ballot measure 114/IP17 has clear and known omissions that results in
the statement MISLEADING Oregon Voters.

Through the committee process valid input and expert detail was brought to the committee, but
disregarded.

These are the Key Issues with the Statement:

Voters need to know that Measure 114 effectively blocks a person at risk for suicide from
transferring his/her firearm to a friend or storage facility for safe keeping during their crisis.

Voters need to know that the proposed magazine ban includes nearly 2/3rds of all shotguns
(fed by tube magazines) and lever action rifles other than 22lr.  These rifles and shotguns have
been designed and build this way for over 100 years.

Voters need to know that the proposed permit process does not require the officials to
complete the process and therefore block the purchase a firearm.

Voters need to know that the facilities required to complete the training requirement are not
funded and will therefore block the ability to purchase a firearm.  The Oregon State Sheriffs
Association estimated the annual cost of maintenance at $40,000,000.  The Oregon State
Shooting Association estimated the cost of the facilities construction at $200,000,000. 
Without providing the facilities to complete the training safely, the required training is unable
to be completed, the permit process is blocked, and therefore purchasing a firearm is
blocked.

Voters need to know that citizens not comfortable with interacting with government agencies
(minorities, women, LGBT,…) will be disproportionally affected by this measure and will be
restricted from purchasing a firearm.

 

The Oregon State Shooting Association (OSSA) (www.ossa.org) is committed to promoting and
practicing SAFETY and WELLNESS in the shooting sports and our communities of Oregon.    SAFETY
and WELLNESS starts with basic firearms safety handling procedures and safety while enjoying
shooting sports, but it also includes safety in secure storage with an emphasis on safety within our
families and community, especially with our children.  OSSA is leading the way in suicide prevention
to help those with crises or mental challenges affecting their lives.  (www.ossa.org)

The Oregon State Shooting Association (OSSA) drives for and supports legislation that directly
addresses the persons at risk of committing these horrendous actions in our community.   For
example, legislation requiring use our current background systems by law enforcement, courts,
certified medical professionals, and family members.  The NICS system is already enabled to note
and block purchases by persons who have demonstrated to law enforcement, certified medical
professionals, and family members when owning a firearm would be a danger to themselves or
others.    Also, update and clarification of existing transfer laws to enable persons of risk of suicide to
feel comfortable in storing their firearms with others or in a facility until the crisis or risk has passed. 
Lastly, update and clarification of ‘Red Flag’ laws with due process requirements to enable both
parties to be considered in a decision to remove one’s rights to keep their firearms.

 

Kerry Spurgin

President

Oregon State Shooting Association.
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From: president ossa.org 
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2022 6:51 PM
To: elections.sos@sos.oregon.gov
Cc: president ossa.org <president@ossa.org>
Subject: IP17 Input and Issues. Kerry Spurgin, President, Oregon State Shooting Association.
 

The key issues with IP17 are:
The Magazine ban is poorly defined and includes most shotguns with a
tube magazine.  This most means old and new tube fed shotguns will be
illegal.    This will devastate our new high school trap and skeet programs. 
The petition demonstrates a clear lack of understanding of firearms types
and configurations. (ex. Shotguns vs. lever actions).   
The cost of this measure has not been estimated for the Oregon citizens   
As I am also the secretary of the Oregon Association of Shooting Ranges
(OASR), we have discussed the cost of ranges/facilities to be very high. 
The facilities required for the training do not currently exist.   To build them
could be as high, or higher than, $200,000,000.00   ($200million!) 
 Operating them has been estimated at $40,000,000.00 annually.  The
effect of this will be that that required training and range time will not be
available and will then prevent firearms purchases.
Each of the items below will make the permit unattainable, therefore
purchases not possible and thus a violation of the 2nd amendment.

The training infrastructure does not exist and is not funded by the
measure.  
Key requirements for the permit are not defined, leaving the
definition up to interpretation to local law enforcement.
Time requirements on the background checks are not defined,
therefore permits will not be completed in timely fashion.  

The petition is required to produce a public list of the people who apply for
permits.   This is a violation of privacy and must not be allowed.

 
Unfortunately, NO involvement of firearms experts was solicited during the
process of the IP as well as only token membership allowed in the current
committee process.   As demonstrated by the meetings held to date the input
from opponents is not considered.  

 
Kerry Spurgin
President,  Oregon State Shooting Association
Secretary, Oregon Association of Shooting Ranges.

 
 



From: pndowen@grassrootsmessages.com
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: The Explanatory Statement for IP 17 is Flawed & Misleading
Date: Tuesday, August 2, 2022 11:44:31 PM

Dear Secretary of State, Shemia Fagan and Explanatory Statement Committee: I do not
support the draft Explanatory Statement; it is factually flawed and misleading to voters. The
bullet point list is confusing and does not provide voters with an understandable statement
explaining the effects of IP 17 to voters. The explanatory statement should instead be just that;
a statement in sentence form, like the form that Legislative Counsel drafted. In the draft
statement released for public comment, current law fails to mention the right to keep and bear
arms shall not be infringed, as protected by the Second Amendment to the United States
Constitution and Article 1, Section 27 of the Oregon State Constitution. This needs to be
included in the statement because IP 17 is in clear violation of these fundamental guaranteed
rights. The statement fails to mention that most modern shotguns will be banned under IP 17.
Whether a “pump action” or a “semiautomatic”, shotguns with barrels over 21 inches have the
capacity to accept more than 10 rounds. These are not exempted by the fixed magazine “lever
action” exemption because “pump action” and “semiautomatic” are NOT “lever action”
firearms. A searchable database is not sufficient to notify voters that IP 17 will create a
government registry of firearm owners’ personal information and firearms. The searchable
database should be called what it is under IP 17, a government registry. The statement should
also include what information IP 17 requires law enforcement to collect and store in the
registry: applicant’s legal name, current address and telephone number, date and place of birth,
physical description, applicant’s signature, applicant’s photograph, applicant’s fingerprints,
and any additional information determined necessary by department rules. The Explanatory
Statement needs to tell voters that law enforcement has the unfettered discretion to ask for
ANYTHING they may determine “necessary” for issuance of a permit. Law enforcement may
determine what is necessary without any input from the public through their own internal
department rules. The Explanatory Statement needs to inform voters that government registry
information may be released to the public, because IP 17 requires "on or before January 31 of
each year, beginning in 2024, the department shall annually publish a report indicating for
each county the number of applications made to any permit agent, the number of permits-to-
purchase issued and the number of permits-to-purchase denied and the reasons for denial. The
department may, by rule, include any additional information that it determines would be
helpful to ensuring the permit-to-purchase process is being administered in a consistent and
equitable manner." This gives the departments discretion to release ANY information
contained in the application that may be “helpful” to ensure consistency and equitableness.
The Explanatory Statement fails to inform the voters that, while a permit is required to acquire
a firearm, nothing in IP 17 requires law enforcement to administer the training programs. Law
enforcement is already under-staffed and underfunded in Oregon and the Explanatory
Statement fails to inform voters that there is no funding for law enforcement to conduct these
trainings. From January 1, to May 31, 2022, 166,251 NICS background checks have been
performed. In 2021, 454,133 NICS firearm background checks were performed. Law
enforcement does not have the funding or staffing capacity to handle this volume of permit
applications for review and training. The Explanatory statement fails to inform voters that
Concealed Handgun Licenses and hunter safety certifications are not acceptable as permits
under IP 17. The Explanatory Statement fails to inform voters that the training requirements
include live-fire and classroom training. It also fails to inform voters that while the permit
application cost is capped to $65 to apply and $50 to renew, there is no cap on how much law
enforcement may charge for the training. It also fails to disclose that applicants must pay and
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re-take this training every 5 years. Public shooting ranges are already scarce in Oregon and the
Explanatory Statement fails to mention that there is a lack of training facilities in the state to
conduct the required training for permit issuance and that there is no guideline or required
timeline for law enforcement to develop the training program or locate adequate facilities for
the required permit training. The introductory statement of the Explanatory Statement is
misleading by stating IP 17 requires safety training, as mentioned above, it does not tell voters
that safety training requires classroom and live-fire training. The introductory statement is
misleading because background checks are already required by law to purchase a firearm,
instead what IP 17 does is create a possibility for an indefinite delay of firearm transfers and
voters should be informed of this. The Explanatory Statement does not notify current owners
of magazines over 10 rounds that they are not grandfathered-in for possession; instead, they
are limited to use on private property, at shooting ranges and while hunting. Finally, the
Explanatory Statement fails to mention that a permit would not be available to anyone
prohibited from possessing a firearm under federal law, including those who lawfully use
marijuana under Oregon law. Federal law preempts state law and marijuana is a Schedule 1
controlled substance according to federal law. Controlled substance users and addicts are
prohibited from owning firearms. The measure would require federal law enforcement to be
notified of marijuana users attempting to acquire a permit. For these reasons, the draft
statement needs to be revised to properly inform voters of the effects of IP 17 in an impartial,
simple and understandable statement. Sincerely, Patrick Owen 



From: Esbon Griffin
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: IP17 : Objections
Date: Tuesday, August 2, 2022 9:52:25 PM

Dear Explanatory Statement Committee,

The "explanatory statement' for IP17 is seriously defective:

The measure outright bans most modern shotguns. Period.  Tubular magazines on most shotguns are capable of
holding more than 10 rounds of certain ammunition. Therefore they will be banned.  The statement refused to
acknowledge that most modern shotguns will be banned under this measure. That is NOT speculation.
Proponents argue that shotguns were exempted because of  the exception for “lever action firearms.”  And no
matter how much the opponents attempted to clarify that “lever action” is not the same as “pump action” the
proponents insisted that was simply “argument” or “speculation.”  And clearly it is not."Pump action" and
"lever action" are each entirely different configurations.
Tubular fed semi-automatic shotguns were not even discussed.  To comply with the "large" capacity magazine
regulation, disassembly of the shotgun would be required before transporting outside the home.  There is no
simple "magazine release" button.
The measure allows retention of magazines already owned, if they don’t leave your property, but you can be
charged with a crime if you cannot prove you owned them before the ban.  Under the measure, it becomes the
owner's responsibility to prove their innocence. And, of course, nothing prevents them from being charged again
and again for the same magazines since conventional magazines contain no identifying marks.
The statement falsely claims that the database of gun permit applicants is exempt from public disclosure.
The statement says: “Requires State Police to maintain electronically searchable database of permits, information is exempt from
public disclosure.”  The language of the measure clearly states that the police must publish an annual report that is
not exempt from public disclosure.
The statement ignores the lack of training facilities or people qualified to provide the training. This is a critical
element of the measure.
The statement misleads voters about the live fire requirements.  The statement misleads voters by suggesting
that the live fire requirement in the mandated classes for the “permit to purchase” can be completed with
“hands on demonstration of basic firearms handling” by the instructor, when in fact, the student will need to be
firing the gun. And of course, since you would need a gun to demonstrate that you could load, unload, and fire
it, and you can’t buy a gun without the required permit, first time buyers will have an almost impossible hurdle
to overcome.
The statement ignores the complete lack of funding for this expensive measure.
The statement fails to clarify many mandates that will be created later by the Oregon State Police without public
input.

Respectfully submitted,

Esbon Griffin
Hubbard, Oregon

mailto:esbongriffin@gmail.com
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Measure 114 (IP 17) 

Once again, a proposed law that seeks to put a band aid on a social problem. Lawlessness and 

violence are rampant on our streets and instead of getting to the root causes, this measure 

attacks lawful gun owners and their Constitutional freedoms. Department of Justice statistics 

from 2019 show that less than 2% of all prisoners had obtained their weapons lawfully. This is 

all an attempt to divert the public’s attention from their lack of leadership and lack of 

consequences for the actual criminals and their criminal behavior. This measure isn’t going to 

solve any problems, because it doesn’t address the real issues.  

Problems with this measure: 

• Puts a heavy burden on already under-funded and under-staffed police agencies. The 

estimate for implementation of this law is at least $50 million for the first year and $45-

50 million a year to maintain. The fees they are proposing don’t even come close to 

covering these costs. 

• Puts low income people at a disadvantage in trying to protect themselves (think stalking 

and domestic violence victims).  

• Will require diverting funds from many community social programs along with raising 

current taxes and the creation of new taxes to fund the requirements of the measure. 

• Publicizing names of gun owners/permit holders violates basic right to privacy and will 

allow criminals to know which houses to target for robbery and which houses don’t 

have weapons to defend themselves.  

• Blatantly disregards the 2nd Amendment. It will be overturned for its unconstitutionality 

and then all that money spent for set-up will have been wasted. 

• Punishes law abiding citizens and legal gun owners. The people using guns illegally to 

commit crimes of violence are criminals who aren’t going to follow these new laws 

anymore than they follow current laws and why should they? There are no 

consequences for their criminal behavior.  

• Identifications are already verified and background checks are already performed. Very 

little, if any new info would be found. 

• Money/resources would be better spent on safety training, providing more device locks 

and safes, and mental health programs.  

 

Please think about the consequences of this measure and adequately inform the voting public 

to avoid an economic catastrophe.  

Thank you, 

Rodney & Stephanie Davis 

Warrenton, OR 



From: Merrilee
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: Ballot measure 114
Date: Tuesday, August 2, 2022 9:12:51 PM

As a native Oregonian I oppose the ‘changes to gun ownership and purchase requirements initiative’. After
throughly reviewing all I could read, watch and listen to this bill would end the legal sale of firearms in the state.
There is not one aspect of this bill that is reasonable. With the rare exception the majority of gun owners in Oregon
own guns legally, following the law, obtaining a cc permit, etc. Under this measure a permit would be required to
obtain any firearm and magazine’s capable of holding more than ten rounds would be outlawed. Commonly used
pump shotguns would be banned simply because they exceed the ten round limit. State police would be required to
maintained a searchable database of all permit applications. This is an out and out infringement on our rights.
In regards to getting a permit: the applicant has to show up w a firearm to show he has the ability to load, fire,
unload and store the firearm. This is nonsense because under your proposed law you can’t get the firearm w/o a
permit. Under Oregon's highly restrictive gun storage laws, no one can legally loan a firearm to another. In other
words it creates an impossible barrier. It’s catch 22. The permit & training programs also create an unfounded
mandate with zero enforcement measures. There is no requirements as to who does the training. What is their
background? Who decides this? This is too ambiguous and the way it’s written leaves it wide open.  As well as the
measure does not estimate the cost or analyze it’s impact on small local law enforcement. Once you break it down,
realistically it would cost tens of millions of dollars annually. Yet you have nothing in the measure that provides any
funding. Plus the fees included wouldn’t come close to covering the costs. Many police departments have agreed
that complying with this measure will do one of two things, it will be exorbitantly expensive or next to impossible to
obtain. Next is the unfettered authority granted to the OSP to inquire into any and all matter of personal information
of the applicant & the power to deny the applicant the permit for any reason whatsoever.
We have a constitution and bill of rights with a second amendment that is the law of the land of which I abide and
will continue.
You can make more and more laws but in the end it will not stop criminals from getting weapons. All this does is
penalize all when it’s a minute ‰ that commit gun related crimes.
My last concern is your explanation of this bill in the voters pamphlet. I expect as a taxpayer that it’s honest &
forthright pro and con.

~ Merrilee
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From: Michelle Reagan
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: Ballot measure public comment
Date: Tuesday, August 2, 2022 7:42:45 PM

To:  Explanatory IP 17 Committee members

RE:  Problems with the explanatory statement for IP 17

 

The explanation that has been drafted for the voter’s pamphlet has several misleading sections
that I would like to have addressed and changed.

·         The Title paragraph “Requires permit to acquire firearms; police maintain permit/firearm
database; criminally prohibits certain ammunition magazines”  

 

This is too vague and should explain more clearly to the voter what the “certain ammunition
magazines” encompasses.  The wording should be changed to …..Criminally prohibits
tubular and detachable magazines in excess of 10 rounds.  This would make it much
clearer that this measure will also apply to the thousands of shotguns which were purchased as
home defense firearms.

 

 

·         The first paragraph under “Explanation” reads:  “This measure changes Oregon law
relating to firearms by (1) requiring safety training and completed background checks…..”

 

This implies that background checks are not currently required to purchase a firearm, and is
therefore misleading to the voter.  Background checks are currently required every time a
firearm is purchased.  This paragraph should have “and completed background checks”
struck from the wording.

 

 

·         The third bullet point under “Currently” reads “State Police tracks background checks; no
requirement for searchable database…..” 

 

Since the focus of this measure is not the State Police it should read as follows:  “Background
checks completed by State Police; no requirement for searchable database…..”

mailto:buckshotshelle@gmail.com
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·         Fourth bullet point under “Currently:” would better read as “Safety training required for
concealed handgun license and hunting license for youth.    If this wording is kept the “or”
should be changed to “and” in “…concealed handgun license or AND hunting license for
youth.”

 

 

·         Sixth bullet point under “Currently:” now is written “Sheriff can deny concealed handgun
license….”  This needs to be changed to “Sheriff will deny concealed handgun license….”   
This statement is misleading because a sheriff does not have an option to grant a license if a
background check is failed.

 

 

·         Seventh bullet point under “Currently:”  “Firearms can be sold/transferred without
complete background check after three days.”   This statement Is misleading because it is a
half truth and omits the fact that if the background check comes back as failed the firearm
must be recovered by the seller, therefore, transferring a firearm after three days without a
completed background check is not a standard practice for anyone selling firearms.

 

 

·         A point of information that is missing from the explanatory statement is that, if passed,
this ballot would make most pump action shotguns illegal.   In recent years many first time
firearm owners purchased shotguns for home defense, after all this was the firearm
recommended by our current president, Joe Biden.   These firearms would now be illegal since
they can hold over 10 rounds of certain types of ammunition.  These shotguns would not be
exempt from this ballot measure because just like the name states, they are a PUMP action
firearm and NOT a LEVER action firearm.

 

Thank you for your consideration in amending the explanatory statement for IP 17 to make it
clearer so that our voters can make an informed decision.

 

Michelle Reagan



To:  Explanatory IP 17 Committee members 

RE:  Problems with the explanatory statement for IP 17 

 

The explanation that has been drafted for the voter’s pamphlet has several misleading sections that I would like to have 

addressed and changed. 

• The Title paragraph “Requires permit to acquire firearms; police maintain permit/firearm database; criminally 

prohibits certain ammunition magazines”    

 

This is too vague and should explain more clearly to the voter what the “certain ammunition magazines” 

encompasses.  The wording should be changed to …..Criminally prohibits tubular and detachable magazines 

in excess of 10 rounds.  This would make it much clearer that this measure will also apply to the thousands of 

shotguns which were purchased as home defense firearms. 

 

 

• The first paragraph under “Explanation” reads:  “This measure changes Oregon law relating to firearms by (1) 

requiring safety training and completed background checks…..” 

 

This implies that background checks are not currently required to purchase a firearm, and is therefore 

misleading to the voter.  Background checks are currently required every time a firearm is purchased.  This 

paragraph should have “and completed background checks” struck from the wording. 

 

 

• The third bullet point under “Currently” reads “State Police tracks background checks; no requirement for 

searchable database…..”   

 

Since the focus of this measure is not the State Police it should read as follows:  “Background checks 

completed by State Police; no requirement for searchable database…..” 

 

 

• Fourth bullet point under “Currently:” would better read as “Safety training required for concealed handgun 

license and hunting license for youth.    If this wording is kept the “or” should be changed to “and” in 

“…concealed handgun license or AND hunting license for youth.” 

 

 

• Sixth bullet point under “Currently:” now is written “Sheriff can deny concealed handgun license….”  This needs 

to be changed to “Sheriff will deny concealed handgun license….”    This statement is misleading because a 

sheriff does not have an option to grant a license if a background check is failed. 

 

 



• Seventh bullet point under “Currently:”  “Firearms can be sold/transferred without complete background check 

after three days.”   This statement Is misleading because it is a half truth and omits the fact that if the 

background check comes back as failed the firearm must be recovered by the seller, therefore, transferring a 

firearm after three days without a completed background check is not a standard practice for anyone selling 

firearms. 

 

 

• A point of information that is missing from the explanatory statement is that, if passed, this ballot would make 

most pump action shotguns illegal.   In recent years many first time firearm owners purchased shotguns for 

home defense, after all this was the firearm recommended by our current president, Joe Biden.   These 

firearms would now be illegal since they can hold over 10 rounds of certain types of ammunition.  These 

shotguns would not be exempt from this ballot measure because just like the name states, they are a PUMP 

action firearm and NOT a LEVER action firearm. 

 

Thank you for your consideration in amending the explanatory statement for IP 17 to make it clearer so that our voters 

can make an informed decision. 

 

Michelle Reagan 

 



From: Vickie M. Westbrooks
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: Gun Ballot Measure IP 17 Hearing
Date: Tuesday, August 2, 2022 2:50:47 PM

Dear Sir / Maam's:

There is simply NO reason for this Ballot Measure.  The good God Fearing Citizen's of Oregon do
not kill people with guns.  But the criminals do.  This bill won't stop the criminals.  It won't stop the
meth heads or the any of the crazy people who can buy guns on the black market and kill all the
people they want.  

In recent school shootings or public shootings it has been the deranged person with a gun that
has killed people.  NOT a law abiding citizen.  

Your ballot is damaging in and will cause grossly cost the law abiding citizen's thousands of
dollar's.  Here are some things that infuriate me!

Police in urban areas are already not responding to most violent crimes. The Oregon State
Sheriff’s Association has estimated that if a person somehow could complete the required
training, the permitting process would cost sheriffs almost $40,000,000.00 annually. There is
nothing in the measure that provides any funding and the fees included would not come close
to covering the costs.
There is no estimate on the cost or impact on small local police departments. While the
measure caps the cost for a permit, there are no caps on the costs for the required training,
which is unlikely to be available anyway. This will mostly affect low-income communities. The
measure requires that the required class (taught only by “law enforcement approved”
trainers) include training on state and federal law, transfers, and storage, and the “impact of
suicide on the country as a whole.”
There is no indication of who would be qualified to instruct on these issues or how they
become approved. The measure requires that a sheriff or local police department issue a
permit within 30 days after a background check has been completed by the State Police. But
there is NO limit on how long the State Police can take to complete the background check and
NO penalties if they do not complete it.

YOU need to stop this non-sense!  You are not looking out for the good people of Oregon.

In God We Trust!  
Vickie M. Westbrooks
931 Sellwood Drive
Eagle Point, Oregon 97524
541-601-8175
NO Vax 4 Kids
Precinct Committee Person (PCP), Republican Party, Precinct 8
Never give up your rights and freedom.

Sent with Proton Mail secure email.
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From: gmadison812@grassrootsmessages.com
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: The Explanatory Statement for IP 17 is Flawed & Misleading
Date: Tuesday, August 2, 2022 3:18:28 PM

Dear Secretary of State, Shemia Fagan and Explanatory Statement Committee: I do not
support the draft Explanatory Statement; it is factually flawed and misleading to voters. The
bullet point list is confusing and does not provide voters with an understandable statement
explaining the effects of IP 17 to voters. The explanatory statement should instead be just that;
a statement in sentence form, like the form that Legislative Counsel drafted. In the draft
statement released for public comment, current law fails to mention the right to keep and bear
arms shall not be infringed, as protected by the Second Amendment to the United States
Constitution and Article 1, Section 27 of the Oregon State Constitution. This needs to be
included in the statement because IP 17 is in clear violation of these fundamental guaranteed
rights. The statement fails to mention that most modern shotguns will be banned under IP 17.
Whether a “pump action” or a “semiautomatic”, shotguns with barrels over 21 inches have the
capacity to accept more than 10 rounds. These are not exempted by the fixed magazine “lever
action” exemption because “pump action” and “semiautomatic” are NOT “lever action”
firearms. A searchable database is not sufficient to notify voters that IP 17 will create a
government registry of firearm owners’ personal information and firearms. The searchable
database should be called what it is under IP 17, a government registry. The statement should
also include what information IP 17 requires law enforcement to collect and store in the
registry: applicant’s legal name, current address and telephone number, date and place of birth,
physical description, applicant’s signature, applicant’s photograph, applicant’s fingerprints,
and any additional information determined necessary by department rules. The Explanatory
Statement needs to tell voters that law enforcement has the unfettered discretion to ask for
ANYTHING they may determine “necessary” for issuance of a permit. Law enforcement may
determine what is necessary without any input from the public through their own internal
department rules. The Explanatory Statement needs to inform voters that government registry
information may be released to the public, because IP 17 requires "on or before January 31 of
each year, beginning in 2024, the department shall annually publish a report indicating for
each county the number of applications made to any permit agent, the number of permits-to-
purchase issued and the number of permits-to-purchase denied and the reasons for denial. The
department may, by rule, include any additional information that it determines would be
helpful to ensuring the permit-to-purchase process is being administered in a consistent and
equitable manner." This gives the departments discretion to release ANY information
contained in the application that may be “helpful” to ensure consistency and equitableness.
The Explanatory Statement fails to inform the voters that, while a permit is required to acquire
a firearm, nothing in IP 17 requires law enforcement to administer the training programs. Law
enforcement is already under-staffed and underfunded in Oregon and the Explanatory
Statement fails to inform voters that there is no funding for law enforcement to conduct these
trainings. From January 1, to May 31, 2022, 166,251 NICS background checks have been
performed. In 2021, 454,133 NICS firearm background checks were performed. Law
enforcement does not have the funding or staffing capacity to handle this volume of permit
applications for review and training. The Explanatory statement fails to inform voters that
Concealed Handgun Licenses and hunter safety certifications are not acceptable as permits
under IP 17. The Explanatory Statement fails to inform voters that the training requirements
include live-fire and classroom training. It also fails to inform voters that while the permit
application cost is capped to $65 to apply and $50 to renew, there is no cap on how much law
enforcement may charge for the training. It also fails to disclose that applicants must pay and
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re-take this training every 5 years. Public shooting ranges are already scarce in Oregon and the
Explanatory Statement fails to mention that there is a lack of training facilities in the state to
conduct the required training for permit issuance and that there is no guideline or required
timeline for law enforcement to develop the training program or locate adequate facilities for
the required permit training. The introductory statement of the Explanatory Statement is
misleading by stating IP 17 requires safety training, as mentioned above, it does not tell voters
that safety training requires classroom and live-fire training. The introductory statement is
misleading because background checks are already required by law to purchase a firearm,
instead what IP 17 does is create a possibility for an indefinite delay of firearm transfers and
voters should be informed of this. The Explanatory Statement does not notify current owners
of magazines over 10 rounds that they are not grandfathered-in for possession; instead, they
are limited to use on private property, at shooting ranges and while hunting. Finally, the
Explanatory Statement fails to mention that a permit would not be available to anyone
prohibited from possessing a firearm under federal law, including those who lawfully use
marijuana under Oregon law. Federal law preempts state law and marijuana is a Schedule 1
controlled substance according to federal law. Controlled substance users and addicts are
prohibited from owning firearms. The measure would require federal law enforcement to be
notified of marijuana users attempting to acquire a permit. For these reasons, the draft
statement needs to be revised to properly inform voters of the effects of IP 17 in an impartial,
simple and understandable statement. Sincerely, Gary Madison 



From: jimcjagger@aol.com
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: Explanatory Statement Response to Measure 114
Date: Tuesday, August 2, 2022 3:30:49 PM

Dear Committee members: 
     
        I was a practicing attorney in Oregon before retirement for 48 years. I have reviewed the Explanatory
Statement for Measure 114. It accurately outlines the contents of Measure 114 fairly and honestly. It
should be approved. It will save lives and I support its passage. Thank you. 

               Jim Jagger 541-913-5194
               3457 Whisper Lane
               Eugene, Oregon 97401
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From: Merrilee Alexander
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: (IP) 17…. ballot measure 114
Date: Tuesday, August 2, 2022 3:49:51 PM

LIP 17 is yet another  anti-gun ballot initiative that seeks to further erode Second Amendment rights for Oregonians.
Initiative 17 does nothing to reduce gun violence and blatantly disregards our constitutional rights. This ballot
measure is dangerous to Oregon’s law abiding gun owners, sportsman and women, and Second Amendment
supporters. Ballot measure 114 is an unconstitutional, anti-gun initiative package that includes a state run
government registry of gun owners personal information and Firearms, requires a permit to purchase a firearm,
imposes an indefinite delay on background checks, and bands any magazine with over a 10 round capacity. The
measure requires the following:
Live fire training before a person can apply for a permit to purchase a firearm? there are virtually no facilities that
will be available for this training.
The measure only allows those approved by police to provide the required training to apply for a permit. Police in
Oregon or underfunded and understaffed and there is no plan in place to actually provide any training and virtually
no rural police have the facilities nor the manpower power to provide classes. Police and urban areas are already not
responding to most violent crimes.
The measure requires that the required class  (taught only by law enforcement approved trainers) include training on
state and federal law, transfers and storage, and the impact of suicide on the country as a whole. There is no
indication of who would be qualified to instruct on these issues or how they become approved.
I know recently there was an explanatory statement committee that met to draft an explanatory statement for the
voters pamphlet, explaining to voters effects of ballot measure 114. Proponent’s  brought in their own deceptive,
bullet point format of a “statement“, disregarding the legislative councils draft they were provided to work with.
They falsely argued with the opponents that “their experts“ said, “pump action“ and “lever action“ fire arms are the
same, and expressed other erroneous claims. This deceptive draft statement was released for public comment despite
the efforts of opponents on the committee. Your actions are criminal to say the very least. Oregon has a over
abundance of gun laws that don’t work now. Criminals will always get guns and weapons. From what I understand
the voters pamphlet will not be truthful and correct in regards to the impact of this unconstitutional law. Oregonians
need to know the black and the white, the upand the down, the in and out, and every aspect of this bill you’re trying
to push on law abiding Oregonians.
Merrilee Alexander
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From: Michael C Galloway
To: SOS Elections * SOS
Subject: Ballot Measure 114 proposed "Explanatory Statement"
Date: Tuesday, August 2, 2022 4:41:57 PM

Dear Committee Members:

After reading the “Explanatory Statement” regarding Ballot Measure 114, we would ask you to please clarify/add
the following to it before the final version is submitted to the Voters’ Pamphlet:

*       Where will the funds come from for all these additional requirements?  Law enforcement agencies are
currently short staffed and underfunded.  Measure requires instructors are to be certified by a law enforcement
agency; searchable database is to be provided by police departments. 

*       How will equity issues regarding fees for the permits and required training (fee unknown) for low income and
minorities be provided?  Where will the money come from?  

*       How can the database be truly exempt from public disclosure as evidenced from California’s recent breach?

*       Clarify “State Police annually reports permit data”; reports what to whom?  Risk of public disclosure?

*       How is applying for a concealed handgun license different from this ballot measure’s permit requirements?  To
obtain a concealed handgun license one must take a gun safety course and pass a background check.

Please note that current law requires a background check prior to purchasing a firearm.

Thank you for your time and consideration,

Michael C Galloway and Carol A Galloway
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